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Abstract 
We define a novel inference system for strictness and totality analysis for the simply-typed lazy 
lambda-calculus with constants and fixpoints. Strictness information identifies those terms that 
definitely denote bottom (i.e. do not evaluate to WHNF) whereas totality information identifies 
those terms that definitely do not denote bottom (i.e. do evaluate to WHNF). The analysis 
is presented as an annotated type system allowing conjunctions at “top-level” only. We give 
examples of its use and prove the correctness with respect o a natural-style operational semantics. 
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1. Introduction 
Strictness analysis has proved useful in the implementation of lazy functional lan- 
guages like Miranda, Lazy ML and Haskell: when a function is strict it is safe to 
evaluate its argument before performing the function call. In the literature there are 
several approaches to the specification of strictness analysis: abstract interpretation 
(e.g. [12,3]), projection analysis (e.g. [21]), and inference based methods (e.g. [2,6,8, 
9,221). 
Totality analysis is in a sense dual to strictness analysis: if the argument to a function 
is known to terminate then it is safe to evaluate it before performing the function 
call [ 111. Totality analysis has received much less attention than strictness analysis and 
has primarily been specified using abstract interpretation [12, 11. In a sense it can be 
regarded as an approximation to time complexity analysis. 
In this paper we present an inference system for performing combined strictness and 
totality analysis. Three annotations on underlying types, ut, are introduced: 
- ut b: the value has type ut and is definitely I, 
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- ut”: the value has type ut and is definitely not I, and 
- utT: the value has type ut and can be any value. 
Annotated types can be constructed using the function type constructor and top-level 
conjunction. As an example a function may have the annotated type (Int” + Int”) A 
(Intb + Intb) which means that given a terminating argument the function will defi- 
nitely terminate and given a non-terminating argument it will definitely not terminate. 
Thus we capture the strictness as well as the totality of the function. Strictness and 
totality information can also be combined as in 
(Int” + Int” -+ Int”)A(Intb + Int” + Int”) 
A(Int” + Intb + Int”)A(Intb --+ Intb + Intb) 
which will be the annotated type of McCarthy’s ambiguity operator: if one of the two 
arguments terminate so does the function call but if both arguments diverge so does 
the function call. 
We shall claim that the inference based approach allows a natural combination of 
the two analyses. In contrast Mycroft [12] presents both analyses using abstract inter- 
pretation but as separate analyses: the strictness analysis is based on downwards closed 
sets and the totality analysis on upwards closed sets. While we believe that the two 
analyses could be combined using the convex power domain of [ 131 we find this un- 
tractable because establishing the mathematical foundations will be a rather formidable 
task and extensions to richer languages would not be easy. A more recent approach 
to use abstract interpretation to combine the two analyses is the comportment analysis 
of [4]. 
The semantic foundations of our work is based on natural style operational seman- 
tics [5, 161. We employ a lazy semantics so that terms are evaluated to weak head 
normal form (WHNF). Consequently we capture the semantics of “real-life” lazy func- 
tional languages in contrast to most other papers on strictness analysis (like [3]) where 
terms are evaluated to head normal form. 
1.1. Motivating example 
Example 1. Consider the CBN program 
let f = lg. Ix. g (x> 
a = . . . 
in f (Ix. x> a 
A naive CBV version of it may be 
let f = Ag.Ix. (g 0) (XI 
a = 20. . . . 
in f (A(). 2x.x 0) a 
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However, an optimised CBV version is: 
let f = ig.Ax.g(x) 
a = . . . 
in f (Ix.x> a 
since f is strict in its first argument we need not thunkify the first argument to f 
and since the first argument to f is always a strict function we need not thunkify the 
second argument to f. This can be seen from the strictness type of f: 
((Int -+ Int)b -+ Intb + Intb) A ((Intb -+ Intb) + Intb + Intb) 
Now consider the CBN program 
let f = Ig. Ax.g (x1 
h = . . . 
in fhl 
A naive CBV version of it may be 
let f = Ag.lx. (g 0) (x> 
h = A() . . . . 
in f h (IIO.1) 
However, an optimised CBV version is: 
let f = Lg. Ax.g (x> 
h = . . . 
in fhl 
since, again, f is strict in its first argument we need not thunkify the first argument to 
f and since the argument to g (i.e. the second argument to f) is terminating we need 
not thunkify it. This information can be gained from the strictness type of f: 
(Int + Int)b + Intb 4 Intb 
and the totality type of f: 
(Int” + Int”) + Int” + Int” 
Now let us combine the two examples into one: 
let f = Ig.1x.g (XI 
a = . . . 
h = . . . 
in f (1x.x) a + f h 1 
A naive CBV version of it may be 
let f = Ig.Ix.(g 0) (x1 
a = 10 . . . . 
h = A() . . . . 
in f (,?O.Ax.x 0) a + f h (A(> .I> 
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The strictness type of f is 
((Int -+ Int)b --+ Intb + Intb) A ((Intb --f Intb) + Intb + Intb) 
However, we cannot remove the thunkification of the second argument to f since in 
the second call to f the first argument is not a strict function. So what we get is 
let f = kg. Ax. g (x> 
a = A(). . . . 
h = . . . 
in f (lx. x> a + f h (A() . I> 
The totality type of f is: 
(Int” -+ Int”) + Int” + Int” 
We cannot use this information to remove the thunkification of the second argument 
to f since in the first call to f the second argument need not terminate. 
But from the strictness and totality type of f: 
((Int” -+ Int”) + Int” + Int”) A ((In9 + Intb) --f Intb -+ In?) 
we can indeed remove the thunkification of the second argument to f. 
This example shows clearly that we get more information by doing strictness and to- 
tality analysis at the same time, instead of do first strictness analysis and then totality 
analysis. Cl 
1.2. Overview 
In Section 2 we define the strictness and totality types and give rules for coercing 
between them; a notion of conjunction type is defined but only at “top-level”; finally 
the inference system is presented and examples of its use are given. In Section 3 we 
then present a natural style operational semantics. Finally in Section 4 the analysis is 
proven semantically sound. 
2. The annotated type system 
First we present the language and underlying types, then we introduce the annotated 
types. Using top-level conjunctions of the annotated types we define a strictness and 
totality analysis. 
2.1. The standard type system 
We consider the simply typed A-calculus with constants. The standard types are 
either base-types (denoted B and including Int and Bool) or function types: 
ut ::=BIut+ut 
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lvarl A t x : ut if (x : ut) E A 
labs1 
A, x : ut, b e : ut2 
A k Ix.e : ut.1 + ut.2 
lappI 
A 1 eo : utl + utz A k et : ut, 
Ak eo e, : ut2 
[if] 
A k e, : Boo1 A C e2 : ut A k e3 : ut 
A k if e, then e2 else ej : ut 
[fix1 
A ti e : ut + ut 
Atfixe:ut 
[const] A t c : ut, 
The terms are given by 
Fig. 1. Type inference. 
e::=xIIx.eIe e]c]if e then e else e)fixe 
The constants (the c’s) include true and false of type Boo1 and all the integers of 
type Int in addition to +, *, . . . of type Int -+ Int -+ Int. We will only consider terms 
that are typable according to the type inference rules defined in Fig. 1 and for simplicity 
we shall require that all bound variables be distinct. The list A of assumptions gives 
types to free variables and each variable only occurs once in the assumption list. For 
each constant c its type is given by utc (e.g. ut+ = Int + Int -+ Int). The set of 
free variables in the term e is written FV(e) and substitution on terms is written 
e[ez/x], where e[ez/x] is the term e where all free occurrences of x are replaced by e2. 
The meaning of a type judgement, A l- e : ut, is that under the assumptions, A, for 
the free variables, the term, e, has the type ut. 
Example 2. With the rules in Fig. 1 we can infer 
0 k;lx.x:Int-+Int 
and 0 t- Rx. x : Real -+ Real. However we are not able to infer 
8 l-if e then 7 else 7.2:Real 
to do so we would need to coerce Int to Real and this is not supported by the type 
system of Fig. 1. 
2.2. Strictness and totality types 
A strictness and totality type, t, is either an annotated underlying type or a function 
type between strictness and totality types: 
t::=utS]t -+t 
ut ::= B 1 ut - ut 
s::=T]n]b 
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The annotations (the s’s) can either be T, n, or b. The idea is that a term with the 
strictness and totality type utb has the underlying type ut and does not evaluate to 
a WHNF. A term with the strictness and totality type ut” has the underlying type 
ut and does evaluate to a WHNF. Finally a term with the strictness and totality type 
utT has the underlying type ut but we do not know anything about the evaluation 
of the term. A term with the strictness and totality type tl + t2 will, when applied 
to a term with strictness and totality type t 1, yield a term with strictness and totality 
type t2. 
Example 3. All functions with the underlying type utt + ut2 will also have the 
strictness and totality types (ut 1 + ut2)T and (ut: + ut’,). A function with no 
WHNF has the strictness and totality type (ut 1 --) ut2)b and the function that ap- 
plied to any term yields a term with no WHNF has the strictness and totality type 
ut’; + ut;. 
For later reference we define the predicate BOT(t ) by 
BOT(utb) = tt, BOT(utT) = tt, 
BOT(ut”) = ff, BOT(tr --+ t2) = BOT(t2) 
and we shall see that if BOT(t ) = tt then there is a term of type t without any 
WHNF. 
Given an annotated type t we can speak about the underlying type of the type t as 
the type obtained by removing all the annotations from the type; we will write s(t) 
for the underlying type of t. 
2.2.1. Coercions between strictness and totality types 
Most terms have more than one strictness and totality type; as an example 
the strictness and totality types of Lx. 7 include (Int -+ Int)T, (Int+ Int )“, and 
IntT + Int”. Some of these are redundant and to express this we define coercions 
between them: t 1 <ST t2 is to hold if all terms of strictness and totality type ti also 
have strictness and totality type t2 (and in particular the underlying types are the 
same). 
The coercion relation <sr is defined by the rules of Fig. 2. It is reflexive, 
transitive, and anti-monotonic in contravariant position, and we write z for the equiv- 
alence induced by < sr, i.e. ti - t2 if and only if ti < sr t2 and t2 < sr ti. The de 
[topl] expresses that the strictness and totality type utT is the greatest among the 
strictness and totality types with the underlying type ut. One axiom derived from the 
rule [topl] is 
ut; 4 Ut; < ST (ut I + Ut2 jT (1) 
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[refl ~ t<sTt 
[trans] 
tl <ST t2 tzGSTt3 
tl <ST t3 
[arrow] 
t3 <ST tl t2 <ST t4 
tl + t2<wt3 + t4 
UOPll 
t <ST 4tY 
[toP21 (ut1 --+ utz)’ <s_r ut*T ---) ut2T 
[botl (ut, -+ Ut2)b <ST UtlT + Ut2b 
[notbot] Ut,’ --+ Utzn <sT (ut, --t ut# 
[monotone] I , ift;=jt,andti=Jtz 
tl + t2 <ST t, + t, 
Fig. 2. Coercions between strictness and totality types 
Axiom (1) then motivates rule [top21 because when combined they yield 
(ut1 4 ut2)T E utT -+ LltT 
1 2 
The left-hand side of the rule [hot] represents the functions without WHNF and the 
right-hand side represents all non-terminating functions; this also includes the functions 
without WHNF. The rule [notbot] says that fkctions that map terms with a WHNF 
to a term with WHNF are also included in the functions with a WHNF. 
The rule [monotone] ensures that we live in a universe of monotone functions: if 
we know less about the argument to a function, then we should know less about the 
result as well. The formulation of this requires the function j, on strictness and totality 
types defined by 
L(utb)=utb 
1 (utT) = utT 
l(ut”)=utJ- 
l(tt -+t2)=t1-+ Lt2 
The idea behind 1 is that lt is the “smallest type” (in the sense of “containing” fewest 
elements) such that both t <ST It and BOT( lt ) hold; this is formalised in Fact 29 
in Section 4.1. 
Example 4. To see that the rule [monotone] is useful consider the term twice defined 
by 
3,f.dx.f (f x) 
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and the strictness and totality type 
(Int” + In?) + IntT + In? 
In order to show that twice does indeed have that type we must be able to coerce 
Int” + Intb <sr IntT + Intb 
However we cannot do so without the [monotone]-rule. For more details see Example 9 
below. 
We shall later show that the relation Gsr is sound (Lemma 41). However it is 
not complete. To see this consider the two strictness and totality types Intb + Int” 
and IntT + Int”. It must be the case that every term with the first type also has the 
second type and vice versa since the terms are monotonic. However, although we can 
infer 
IntT -+ Int” <ST Intb + Int” 
it turns out that we cannot infer 
I& --+ Int” <ST IntT + Int” 
using the coercions of Fig. 2. This can be remedied by introducing the rule [mono- 
tone21 below: first we define the function t on strictness and totality types as 
follows: 
t (Lit”) = utT, T (utT) = utT, 
t (ut”) = ut”, r (ti --+tz) = ti + Ttz. 
The idea behind T is that it is the “smallest type” such that both t <sr Tt and 
hold where the predicate NoTHOT must hold whenever the strictness and totality 
type must incorporate a term with a WHNF. Now we can write the new coercion rule 
using T: 
[monotone21 
ti +t2 dsrt; -+t; 
if ti = Ttr and ti = Tt2 
With this rule we can infer that Intb --+ Int” < sT IntT -+ Int”. More work is needed 
to clarify if <sr is complete with the new rule added. 
Example 5. To see that the rule [monotone21 is useful consider the term twice defined 
by 
1f.Ax.f (f x) 
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and the strictness and totality type 
(In@+ Id)+ InfT --+ Int" 
In order to show that twice does indeed have that type we must be able to coerce 
Intb + Int" <s~IntT -+ Int" 
However we cannot do so without the [monotone2]-rule. The details are analogous to 
Example 9 below. 
While we conjecture that adding [monotone21 will be semantically sound the tech- 
nical machinery needed for characterising the new auxiliary concepts, T and NOTBOT 
(corresponding to J. and BOT for [monotone]) in order to formally prove our conjecture 
is sufficiently involved that we shall dispense with so doing. 
2.3. Conjunction types 
Based on the strictness and totality types we now define the conjunction types. 
A conjunction type, ct, is either a strictness and totality type or a conjunction of two 
conjunction types: 
ct ::=t Ict Act 
t::=uqt +t 
ut::=Blut+ut 
s::=TInIb 
Thus conjunction is only allowed at the top-level (just like type-schemes in ML 
are only allowed at the top-level [lo]). The introduction of conjunction types means 
that it is possible to have empty types like Int” A Intb. Actually, the fine details of 
empty types are closely connected with the choice of semantic model: emptiness of 
the type 
depends on whether the semantic model allows non-sequential behaviours of type 
Int -+ Int-+ Int 
This will normally be the case for denotational semantics but will not be the case for 
natural-style operational semantics if the order of evaluation is forced. The restriction 
to top-level conjunctions allows us to avoid some of the problems introduced by empty 
types; we return to this later. 
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[refl ct <CT ct 
[tram] et1 Qcr ct2 ct2 <CT ct3 
ct1 <CT ct3 
[AlI Ct., A ct2 <CT ct, 
[A21 Ctl A ct2 <CT ct2 
[A31 
ct Qcr Ctl Ct. <CT ct2 
ct S&T ct, A ct2 
MeI 
t1 <ST t2 
tt <CT t2 
Fig. 3. Coercions between conjunction types. 
Since a term can only have one underlying type a well-formed conjunction type 
will not involve types with different underlying types. The well-formedness predicate 
is defined by: 
P ct1 FW ctz 
Pcq Act2 
if E(ctl)=E(ctz) 
This allows us to overload the function E to also find the underlying type of a con- 
junction type: E( ctl A ctz) = E(ctl ). The predicate BOT is lifted to conjunction types: 
BOT(ctI A ctz) = BOT(ctl) A BOT(ct2) 
BOT( t ) = BOT( t ) 
The rules for coercing between conjunction types are given in Fig. 3. The relation <CT 
is reflexive and transitive, and for strictness and totality types the relation is inherited 
from the relation, <ST, on strictness and totality types; this is expressed by the rule 
[type] in Fig. 3. For conjunctions we have three rules enforcing that “A” is the greatest 
lower bound wrt <ST. However we do not have the rule 
(tl -+tz)A(tl -‘%I <CTtl ---‘(kAh) 
because (tl + (t2 A t3)) is not a well-formed top-level-conjunction type. 
2.4. The conjunction type system 
We have now prepared the ground for presenting the conjunction type inference 
system of Fig. 4. The list A of assumptions gives strictness and totality types to the 
free variables and again each variable may only occur once in the list. As mentioned 
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WI A ts TX:t if (x : t) E A 
WN 
A, x : tl ~ST e : t2 
A br 1.x.e : tl + t2 
[abs2] 
A, x : t, ~ST e : t2 
A hT Ix.e : E(t, + t2) 
Iappl 
A hST e, : t, -+ t2 A & e2 : tl 
A t-~ e, e2 : t2 
[ifl] 
A br el : Boolb A ~ST e2 : ct A ~ST 83 : ct 
A !-Q if el then e2 else e3 : E(ct)b 
VI 
A hT el : Bool” A & e2 : ct A !-Q e3 : ct 
A hsr if e, then 82 else e3 : ct 
WI 
A & el : BoolT A hST e2 : ct A & e, : ct 
A & if e, then e2 else e) : ct 
if BOT(ct) 
[fix1 
A hST e : (to -+ t,) A (t, --+ tz) A A (tn-1 -+ tn) 
A hsr fix e : t. 
BOT(to ), 
if lP.4 : P < 4 
At, SST t, 
[const] A ~ST c : ctc 
[coer] 
A hi e : ctl 
Ah T e : ct2 if ct, <<CT ct2 
[co4 
A hST e : ctl A JST e : ct2 
A & e : ctl A ct2 
Fig. 4. Conjunction type inference 
previously we assume that all the variables in the list are distinct. Only the lambda ab- 
straction can extend the assumption list and since conjunction types only can appear at 
the top-level this means that assumption lists always will associate strictness and total- 
ity types, not conjunction types, with the variables. For each constant c, we assume that 
a conjunction type ctc is specified; as an example ctsucc = (Int” + Int”) A (Intb + 
Intb) where succ is the successor function. 
The rules [var], [abs], [app], and [const] are just as their standard type inference 
counterparts in Fig. 1. There are three rules for conditional - depending on whether 
the test is of strictness and totality type Boolb, Bool”, or BoolT. 
The rule [coer] allows to change the strictness and totality type to one that is greater. 
It is quite useful as a preparation for applying rules [if21 and [in]. The rule [conj] 
facilitates the construction of conjunction types (as is the case also for rule [const]). 
From rule [fix] we may derive rules 
[fix11 
A$Te:t-+t 
A$Tfix e:t if BOT(t) 
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I e e21 ePJ_ eP+‘l e9I 
e9l e9+li 
Fig. 5. Picturing the [fix]-rule. 
and 
[fix21 
AtsTe:tl+tz 
AtsTfiX e :t2 if BOT(tl) and t2 <sTtl 
that are simpler and perhaps more intuitive. For a comparison of the three fix rules see 
Appendix A. Note that in rule [fix] we have to ensure that the type to can describe 
bottom in order to be able to calculate the fixpoint. After the first iteration, see Fig. 5, 
the term has the strictness and totality type t 1 and after the second the strictness and 
totality type t2, etc. When the term reaches the strictness and totality type tq we can 
apply the rule [coer] because we have t, 6 sT tP and so the term has the strictness 
and totality type tP. In this way we can go on as long as necessary “to evaluate 
the fixpoint”. Finally we iterate n - q more times to get the type t, for the fix- 
point. 
The following observations are easily verified by induction on the shape of the 
inference tree: 
Fact 6. Zf A tsT e : ct then kw ct and E(A) k- e : &(ct ). 
We also have a form of completeness: 
Fact 7. Zf Ate :ut then top(A)& e : utT where top(x : ut, A) = (x : utT), 
top(A). 
Example 8. In the inference system we can infer @ksT f ix (Lx. x): Intb which 
is more precise than the IntT obtained by [22]. In the systems of [2,6,8] the 
best one can infer is the type IntT for the term fix (1x. 7) whereas we can infer 
0 tST fix (1x. 7) : Int” and so again are more precise. 
Example 9. The term twice is given by 
If.;lx.f (f x) 
has the strictness and totality type 
t= (Int" -+ IId)* IntT + IId 
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In order to show this we need to apply the rule [monotone]. For this let 
A = f : Int” -+ Intb,x : IntT 
and let P1 be 
Int”+Intb ‘ST IntT+Intb 
A ,-sT f : htT+htb 
[var] + [coer] + [monotone] 
and let P2 be 
A&f : IntT--+ikt T 
[var] + [coer] 
A tsT x : htT 
T AtsTf X:Int 
Now we have 
Pl p2 [awl 
At-sTf (f X): IXltb 
[absl 
f : ht”-+htb & h. f (f x) : htT+htb Labs1 
8tSTlf.Ax.f (f x):t 
In this example we have used the rule [monotone] in an essential way. 
Example 10. Consider the term ’ e and types tl and t2 : 
e =Af.ilx.iy.Lz.if (= 0 z) then + x y else f y x (- z I> 
tl = Intb + IntT + IntT + Intb 
t2 = IntT --f Inth + IntT + Inth 
We want to infer 8 tST fix e : t 1 but it iS not possible to infer 8 tsT e : t 1 -+t 1. However 
we can infer 0 tsT e : tl --et2 and 8 tsT e : t2+t 1 and we can apply the [conj]-rule to 
get 8kSTe:(tl+t2) A (t2 +t 1). Now we are able to apply the rule [fix] and thereby 
get 0 EST fix e : tl as desired. This shows that even though we do not have “fi,W 
conjunction system of Jensen and Benton [7,2] we can make good use of conjunction 
to type the “difficult” example of [9]. 
Example 11. Consider next the term 2 e given by 
e = twice g 
twice = 2f.lx.f (f x) 
g = Ay.;lx.+ x (y (fix 2x.x)) 
’ This example is due to Kuo and Mishra [9]. 
’ Thanks to Nick Benton for pointing to this example. 
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It will have the strictness and totality type ( IntT + IntT) -+ IntT --+ Intb but we are 
not able to obtain it using our analysis because one needs full conjunction in order to 
construct the proof-tree. The reason is that we need to infer that twice has the type 
((t1 --+ t2) A (t2 -+ t3)) + (t1 -+ t31 
for any tl, t2, and t3 but this is not a well-formed conjunction type in the current 
system. 
3. Operational semantics 
The first step towards showing the analysis sound is to define the semantics. The 
semantics will be lazy except that all built-in functions will be strict in each argument. 
Fig. 6 defines a natural-style operational semantics [ 151. Terms are evaluated to WHNF, 
i.e. to constants or lambda-abstractions; we will let u, v, c, and f be such WHNFs. 
The meaning of a constant c is given by a set 6(c) of pairs of constants; the idea is 
that if (u, v) E 6(c) then c u = v; e.g. (2, +2) E 6(+) and (1,3) E a(+~). As mentioned 
in the introduction to this paper the semantics is faithful to current lazy languages like 
Miranda [19] and this is unlike other approaches (e.g. [3]) where terms are evaluated to 
HNF rather than WHNF. As usual we shall regard a-equivalent terms as being equal. 
Two closed terms are semantically equivalent, written el wut e2, if they evaluate to 
the same WHNF and have the same underlying type: 
Definition 12 
(el Nut e2> @ (0-l Gv> * (+e24v)) 
provided both 0 k el : ut and 0 I- e2 : ut can be inferred 
BpP21 
keluc ke2Uv 
be1 e2Uu if (v, u) E IS(C) 
[fix1 
t e (fix e) & v 
t fix e U_ v 
labs’ I- Rx.e JJ Axe [consul k~ 
t-e,Ajtrue I-exUvz 
[condT1 k if e, then e2 else es J!. v2 
k 81 U_ false 1 e1 4J vj 
[‘OndF1 F if el then et else 83 IJ vj 
Fig. 6. Lazy semantics for closed terms. 
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We shall assume throughout this paper that there are no empty types, i.e. for each 
underlying type there exists a terminating term of that type. Clearly, for each type 
there exists a non-terminating term of that type, for example fix (Ax. x). 
We shall write I- e Jd! to mean ~(3 : te JJ v); this means that e does not terminate. 
3.1. New terms 
For the proof of soundness of the conjunction inference system we find it helpful to 
introduce the terms fix, e where n is a number greater than or equal to 0. The idea 
is that n indicates how many times the fixpoint is allowed to be unfolded. So we need 
to expand the underlying type inference system and the semantics of the simply-typed 
A-calculus. The underlying type of fix,, e is the same as for fix e: 
AI-e :ut-+ut 
mbll Akfix, e:ut 
and the semantics for fix,, 
[fiXnl 
t-e (fix, e)Jtv 
kf ix,+1 e J. v 
There are no rules for f ix0 e and hence f ix0 e is stuck. We will allow the function 
e is: 
E to be applied to a term to remove all the annotations on fix. We do not allow the 
programmer to use fix,,; hence there is no need for analysis of terms including f ixj; 
it is merely a piece of syntax needed to facilitate the proof of the soundness theorem. 
For proving the monotonicity-rule sound we need to construct a terminating term 
given any term e in such a way that the new term computes the same WHNF as e 
and terminates if e loops. However, this new term must also terminate when applied 
to a number of arguments. Consider the term Ix. x which evaluates to Ix. x. Now we 
want that the new term associated with Ax. x applied to any argument terminates even 
if r2x. x applied to the same argument does not terminate. To achieve this we introduce 
the new terms c where e is a closed term without any fixj. The idea is that z 
terminates when applied to i <n arguments. The underlying type of c is the same as 
for e: 
AI-e :ut 
[Y-R1 Akc:ut 
Let the arity of a standard type be 0 for base-types and for the function type, ut r+ut2, 
it is 1 plus the arity of ut2 and the Jinal result type for a base-type B is B and for 
the function type, utt+utz, it is the final final result type of utz. Now the semantics 
for Y” is e . 
FeJJv 
ieva k%O 4 v 
[eval2] 
t-elJv 
kq+l JJ q+l 
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teJ4! 
Ote:ut 
[eva13’ l-r JJ lzx, . . . . I 
if 
xa.cB 
a is the arity of ut and 
B is the final result type of ut 
rn+’ 
[~“appl 
t--e] U Jv kYv&) J,L v’ 
tel e2Uv I 
where cB is a constant of type B. Again the programmer is not allowed to use terms 
including Y”; they are only introduced to be used in the soundness proof of the 
analysis. 
The reason for not allowing terms to include f ixj inside the annotation on 9” 
is that otherwise monotonicity of evaluation will not be preserved. Consider Fact 17, 
below, and the term f ix6 f ac 7. We have 
t-fix6 fat 7Jkr 
and by the [eval3] rule we get 
t-9 fug fat 7 u CInt 
However we have 
‘-E(J2x6 fat 7) U 5040 
3.2. Properties of the semantics 
Whenever et does not evaluate, then if et then e2 else es cannot evaluate 
either: 
Fact 13 
tqj! + t-if er then e2 else e3Jk! 
Whenever the function does not evaluate the application cannot evaluate either: 
Fact 14 
Provided er and e2 are semantically equivalent, then (er e’) and (e2 e’) are seman- 
tically equivalent: 
Fact 15 
(el -Utl+Ut2 e2)=+- (ele’3t2 e2 e’) 
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The underlying types that can be inferred for a term e without any fix,‘s can also 
be inferred for the term e’ with fix,, replacing some occurrences of fix and vice 
versa: 
Fact 16 
(Al-e :ut) + (Ak&(e) :ut) 
3.2.1. Fixpoints 
A fixpoint that can evaluate with n unfoldings can also evaluate if it is allowed to 
unfold an unlimited number of times: 
Fact 17 
We now show that if (fix e) evaluates then there exists a number n such that 
(fix,, e) evaluates. In the proof of this result we need a way to modify some 
of the occurrences of fix in a term. For this we introduce the notion of tree-substi- 
tutions, n. They will tell us which occurrences of fix to replace with an occurrence 
Of f iXj. 
Definition 18 (Tree-substitution). A tree-substitution rc is a set of pairs of tree-add- 
resses and a number. A tree-address is a list of 0, 1, 2. 
For n E (0, 1, 2) let n” be the part of the tree-substitution rc where all the tree- 
addresses starts with an n but without this leading n, i.e. 
r~~={(addr,m)~(n:addr,m)~n} 
where “n : addr” denotes the list whose first element is n and whose tail is addr. Let 
rc + n be the tree-substitution 
x + n = {(addr,m + n) 1 (addr,m) E rr}. 
Let nrt be the tree-substitution 
mz = {(n : addr, m) ) (addr, m) E n} 
and let pn be the tree-substitution 
{(p ++ addr, m) 1 (addr, m) E rt A p is a tree-address} 
where “++” denotes list concatenation. 
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The tree-substitution n applied to a term e is written [e]” and is defined inductively 
as follows: 
[XIX =x 
[cl= =c 
[if et then e2 else es]’ = if [et]” then [ez]“’ else [es]“’ 
[al e21’ = [el]” [e2]“’ 
[Ax. elX = Ax. [elZO 
[fix e]’ 
fix, [e]“, if ([ 1, n) E 7t = 
fix [elzo, otherwise 
[%?I” = p e 
where [ ] denotes the empty list. 
Proposition 19. For e without any fixj we have 
Vdm37c’Vn > 0 : 
I-eJJv =+ (Vel 
n+m+n & [v]“‘+“)* 
((I-fe]” A,I v’) =+- m = 0) 
The idea is that for any labelling of the fixpoints in a term, m is the minimal number 
to be added so that the term can evaluate. The number n indicates that whenever a 
labelling of the fixpoints will let the term evaluate, then increasing the labels it will 
still let the term evaluate. This is stated in Corollaty 21 below. 
Proof. We assume Fe &v and that e is without any f ixj; then we prove by induction 
in the proof-tree for Fe Jl.v that 
(Mel a+m+n J,!- [VI”‘+“) A ((I-[e]” JJ v’) * m = 0) 
holds. The proof is rather technical and involves keeping track of the f ixj terms 
during evaluation. We illustrate one typical case below and refer to [ 171 for the full 
details. 
The case [appl]: We assume let e2 4 v and that et e2 is without any f ixj. From the 
[appll-rule we get t-et 4 Ix. e and ke[eJx] 4 v. By applying the induction hypothesis 
we get 
V7c~3rn~Zbr{Vn~~O: 
(Nell 111 +mI+nl Jj [Ax. e]n:+nl ) * 
(I-[et]“’ _Uv{) * ml = 0) 
(2) 
(3) 
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V’n23rn23niVn2  0 : 
(k[e[e2/x]]K2+m2+n2 JJ [v]al+n2) A (4) 
((U4e2/xllz~ Uvk> * ~2 = 0) (5) 
Now we let ret = rt” and from (2) we get ml and rci such that for all 1712 20 and 
na0 we have 
(6) 
Now we find all the addresses of x in e and concatenate them to rcl; that is 
712 = 7c ‘O u { px’ + ml 1 p is a tree-address of x in e}. 
From (4) we get rnz and rci such that for all n k0 we have 
He1 
n’“+m2+n[[ezln’+m+“/xl jj, [vl~;+n 
(7) 
We now set m = ml +mz and rc’ = rri and by applying the rule [appl] to (6) and (7) 
we get k[et .eZ]A+m+n JJ [VI”:+” for all n k0 as required for the first part. 
For the second part we assume t[et ez]” Uv’, i.e. l-jet]“’ [e& Uv’. From the 
[appll-rule we get I-[et]“’ $2~‘. e’ and t-e’[[e&/x’] 4-v’. From (3) we get ml = 0 
hence by (2) we have Ix’. e’= [Lx. e]“:. Furthermore we have e’[[ez]“‘/x’] 
= [e[e2/x]ln2 and v’ = [v] ‘:. From (4) we have m2 = 0 and we have m = mt + m2 = 
0 + 0 = 0 as required. 0 
Corollary 20. (kf ix e 4 v) * (3m3v’ : l-f ix, e 4 v’) provided e is without any f ixj. 
Proof. Use Proposition 19 with rc = {( [ 1, 0)) and n = 0. 0 
A fixpoint that can evaluate with k unfoldings can also evaluate if it is allowed to 
unfold k + 1 times: 
Corollary 21. (kfixk e lJv) * (3~’ : kf iXk+l e &v’) provided e is without any 
f iXj. 
Proof. Use Proposition 19 with rr = {([ 1, k)} and n = 1 and observe that m = 0. 
El 
3.2.2. Terminating terms 
Suppose that a term e applied to some terms does indeed evaluate; we now consider 
to which term c:‘, evaluates when applied to the same terms. 
Lemma 22. Given 1 < i <n ,( a where a is the arity of e: 
(t- e el . . . ej-U_v) * t JP ei U 
4v 1, if n=i 
E(B) el ... rn-i J 
0)’ 
otherwise 
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Proof. The lemma is shown by induction on i. 0 
Next suppose that a term e does not evaluate when applied to certain terms; we 
now consider what happens for Qe, when applied to the same terms. 
Lemma 23. Given 1 bi bn da where a is the arity of e: 
(te el . . . ei#) +- (3 V':(tcTe) el . . . ei$V’)) 
Proof. We observe that either t-e(e ei . . . ei) 4 v’ or k s(e ei . . . ei) # must be the 
case. In the first case we use Lemma 22. In the second case we use the rules [eval2] 
and [eval3]. 0 
Finally, from the proof-tree for the term (e e’ ei . . . ek) we can constmct a proof-tree 
for the term (e TFe,, ei . . . ek): 
Lemma 24 
(te e’ el . . . ekuv) + 3 v’ : te yeTe!) el . . . ek&V’ 
Proof. In this proof we regard a proof-tree as having its root at the bottom. For the 
proof we assume that Fe e’ ei . . . ek JLv and we prove that ke T&,, ei . . .ek 4~‘. 
We do this by first constructing a template for the given proof-tree and then later 
use this template to construct the desired proof-tree. For an example see Example 25 
below. 
To construct the template we first remove the parts of the proof-tree that are above 
certain nodes by traversing the given proof-tree in a left-most-top-first manner. Let ~0 
be e’. Now remove the parts of the proof-tree that are above the nodes of the form: 
_ kui l,l ui+i with no nodes below that is ui applied to a number of terms. For later 
use we let ki be 0 in this case. 
- tuj ei . . . e:, JJui+i with no nodes below that is ui applied to a greater number of 
terms. 
We continue in this way until there are no more parts of the proof-tree that can be 
removed. 
The template can be constructed by copying all nodes from the proof-tree result- 
ing from the above process. However, in nodes involving any ui we replace ui with a 
pointer to the pair 
E(Ui 1, if ndko+...+ki 
Jv-h-...-kl 
e(Ut ) , 
otherwise 
Now note that the proof-tree for t-e e’ ei . . . ek J,l v may be constructed from the tem- 
plate by extracting the first component of the pairs and then constructing the top parts 
of the tree. In a similar way the proof-tree for Fe <(?e,) ei . . . ek 4 v is constructed 
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by extracting the second component of the pairs and using Lemma 22 to construct the 
top-parts of the tree. q 
Example 25. Consider the term e e’, where 
e=Ax.+ (+ I 2) (x 2) 
e’=Ay.x y 4 
The full evaluation-tree is: 
t+u+ PI +3 E q+, 3) Eqiz p2 
I-+ (+ 1 2)u+3 t-e’ 248 11 E 6((+3, 8)) 
I-eUe t-(+ (+ 1 2) (x 2))Ce’/xlU11 
t-e e’dJ.11 
where Pt is 
I-+J,L+ t1y1 +1 E a(+, 1) 
t+ 1u+1 t2JJ2 3 E 4+1, 2) 
t+ 1 2u3 
and P2 is 
~ - 
txux t-2&2 x2 E 6(x, 2) 
t-x 2J,lx2 k4U4 8 E 6(x2, 4) 
+(x Y 4)[2/~1u8 
First we remove the part of the tree that is above t-e’ 2 4 8 and it looks like 
k+u+ PI +3 E a(+, 3) 
k+ (+ 1 2) u-+3 t-e’ 2U8 11 E 6((+3> 8)) 
t-eqe t_(+ (+ 1 2) (x 2) > [e’/xl U 11 
te e’U_ll 
and we have 
uc =e’ 
u1 =8 
u2 = 11 
kQ=l 
k, =0 
k2 = 0 
Now the template is: 
t+JJ+ PI +3 E q+, 3) 
k+ (+ 1 2) J,l+3 FPO 2UPl P2 E w+3, PI)) 
teye kc+ (+ 1 2) (x 2) > GPO/Xl UP2 
Fe POUP~ 
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if nbl 
otherwise 
if ndl 
otherwise 
ifn<l 
otherwise 
Whenever we want a proof-tree for e e’ we use the first component of the pairs and 
when we want a proof-tree for e < , we use the second component of the pairs. 
4. Soundness 
Our remaining task is to prove that the inference system of Fig. 4 is sound with 
respect to the natural-style operational semantics of Fig. 6. First we define a predi- 
cate b e : ct stating that the term e is valid of conjunction type ct. Then we show 
some useful lemmas and finally we prove the soundness result: if AI-ST e : ct then 
/== e[V//sr] : ct for all closed substitutions [V//g] that are valid of the types in A. 
The validity predicate is defined in Fig. 7. The term e is valid of conjunction type 
ctl A ct2 if e is valid of type ctl as well as ct2. That the term e has a WHNF and 
the underlying type ut amounts to + e : ut” being true; that e has no WHNF but has 
the underlying type ut amounts to k e : utb being true (i.e. there exists no WHNF, v, 
such that t-e 4 v). A term with conjunction type utT just has to be of the underlying 
type ut, as we do not know anything about the evaluation of the term. A term e is 
valid of function type t 1 +t2 if for any other term e’ that is valid of strictness and 
totality type t 1, also e applied to e’ will be valid of strictness and totality type t2. 
(Here we see the importance of not having empty types as then the rule [notbot] would 
not be sound.) 
(I) (+ e : ct., A ct2) w (+ e : ctl) A + e : ct.2) 
(II) (+ e : UP) e (Vv:~e#)A(0l-e:ut) 
(III) (/= e : ut’) * (3: t- e $ v) A (0 I- e : ut) 
(Iv) + e : utT) # (0t-e:ut) 
(V) (k e : tl --t t21 * (Ve':(+e':tj)*(+ee':t2)) 
A (0 E e : E(G) + E(Q) 
Fig. 7. The definition of validity. 
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To prepare for the soundness of the conjunction type inference system we first need 
to bind all the free variables in the term. Let X be the list of variables in A, let t 
be the list of the strictness and totality types corresponding to the variables X, and let 
v be a list of closed terms that are valid of the types t, i.e. +=v: t. Here we define 
t= V : t inductively by 
k(v, V):(t, t)=(+v:t)A(+v:t) 
!=I I:[ I== 
and the substitution [V/X] is defined inductively by 
e[(v, 3/(x, WI = (dv/xlF/~l 
e[[ I/[ II= e 
Theorem 26 (Soundness). For expressions e without any fix,, and 7 we have 
(f:t$Te:ct) =+ (YV: (+iY:t) * (+e[V/Y]:ct)). 
Before we prove the soundness theorem we need some facts and lemmas. They are 
divided into three groups: first we show a property of the underlying type system, then 
we show some properties of the analysis and finally we show some properties of the 
validity predicate. 
4.1. Properties of the type systems 
For a free variable x in a term e we can substitute a term e’ with the type indicated 
by the type environment A for x. The term e’ does not have to be closed but may 
only use the same free variables as e except for x. 
Lemma 27 
((At-e:utz)A(Axke2:utt)A(x:utr EA))+(A,t-e[ez/x]:ut2) 
Proof. We prove the lemma by straightforward induction in the proof-tree for the 
inference A t e : ut2. For the full details see [ 171. •I 
Two conjunction types can only be compared if they have the same underlying type: 
Fact 28 
(tl < ST t2) =+ (&(tl ) = &ct2 1) 
(ctl <CT '-2) =+ (&(Ctl) = &(CtZ)) 
Now we list some properties of the function 1: 
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Fact 29 
(a) t <ST .tt, 
(b) I(lt)= It, 
(c) (tl <STt2)*(ltl <ST Lt2), 
(d) BOT(Jt)=tt, 
(e) ((t <ST t’) A (BOT(t')) * (it 6 ST t’). 
Note that (e) expresses that Jt is the smallest type such that both t 6sr It and 
BOT( It ) holds. 
Proof. Parts (a), (b) and (d) are proved by structural induction on t and part (e) 
by structural induction on t’; part (c) is proved by induction on the structure of the 
inference ti <srt2. 0 
Now we show that provided BOT( ct ) is true, then the conjunction type ct is greater 
than s( ct )b. 
Lemma 30 
(BOT(ct)=tt)*(&(ct)b <CT&) 
Proof. First we assume BOT(ct ) = tt and then show by induction in the type ct that 
&(ct )b <cr ct can be inferred. Second we assume &(ct )b < cr ct and then show by 
induction the type ct that BOT(ct) is true. For the full details see [17]. 0 
4.2. Properties of the validity predicate 
The term &O always terminates: 
Lemma 31 
Proof. We assume k e : utT. There are now two possibilities: either k-e J. v or k e $!. 
First assume k-e A,Lv. From Fact 17 we have t-.s(e)JLs(v) and from the rule [evall] we 
get I-T?‘) J,l E(V) hence we have (b q&l : ut”). 
Secondly assume l- e #. Now it must either be the case that k&(e) J,L v or k .$e ) #. 
In the first case we do as above and we have (b qtej : ut’). In the second case we 
apply the rule [eval3] to get t-cte, J- 1x1. . . . Ax,. cB where a is the arity of ut and B 
is the final result type of ut . We now have (+ <tej : ut”) as required. q 
The term c applied to n terms will always terminate: 
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Lemma 32 
(ke:tt +...t, -+utT)++-~&ti -+...t, --) ut”) 
Proof. We assume (+ e : tl --+ . . . t, 4 utT). We want to show 
+T($):tl +...t,+ut” 
which is equivalent to showing 
Ye ,...e,:(~el:tl...~e,:t,)j(~;~ E(e) et . ..e.. .ut”) 
We have b e : tt -+ . . . --+ t, + utT. Now either 
te el ._. e,J,lv 
or 
t-e e1 . . . e,$ 
holds. In the first case we apply Lemma 22 and then have k<&, et . . . e, Jl v’. In the 
second case we apply Lemma 23 and then have kq[‘, et . . . e, JJ v’. In both cases we 
have tP E(e) e 
1 . . . e, 4) v' so it must be the case that b Tre)et . . . e, : ut” holds. 0 
We now lift the notion of semantic equivalence to conjunction types: 
Lemma 33 
((t==el :ct)A(el -E(Ct)e2))+(ke2:ct) 
Proof. The lemma is shown by a straightforward induction in the type ct. In all cases 
we know that both 0 k el : s(ct ) and 0 !- e2 : .s(ct ) can be inferred. We refer to [ 171 
for the full details. 0 
The Corollaries 34-37 below are all applications of Lemma 33: they are all proven 
by showing that the two terms are semantically equivalent and then applying Lemma 33. 
Corollary 34 
(+(Ax.e)e’:ct)H(/=e[e’lx]:ct) 
Corollary 35 
(k if el then (e2 e’) else (e3 e’): ct)+ 
(/=(if ei then e2 else e3) e’:ct) 
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Corollary 36 
(ke(fix, e):ct)@(+fix,+i e:ct) 
Corollary 37 
(/=e(fix e):ct)H(+fix e:ct) 
Provided ei has the type Bool” and both e2 and es are valid of the conjunction 
type ct, the conditional is valid of the type ct: 
Fact 38 
((~e,:Bool")A(~ ez:ct)A(t=e3:ct))w 
(kif el then e2 else e3:ct) 
Proof. The lemma is shown by induction in the conjunction type ct. In all cases we 
are using that if ei then e2 else es has the underlying type s(ct). 0 
Provided ei has the type BoolT and both e2 and es are valid of the conjunction 
type ct, and ct can describe bottom, then the conditional is valid of the type ct: 
Fact 39 
((keel:BoolT)A(b e,:ct)A(be3:ct)ABOT(ct))+ 
(bif el then e2 else e3: ct) 
Proof. The lemma is shown by induction in the conjunction type ct. In all cases we 
are using that if ei then e2 else e3 has the underlying type s(ct). 0 
Next we show that our rules for d ST and <CT are sound: 
Lemma 40 (Soundness of < sr) 
((ke :ti)A(ti <STt2))*(ke :t2) 
Proof. We assume that k e : t 1 is true and that ti < sr t2 can be inferred, then we 
show by induction in the proof-tree of t 1 < ST t2 that b e : t2 is true. Throughout the 
proof we use Fact 28 to tell us that 0 t-e : .z(tZ). 
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The only nontrivial case is the case [monotone]: We assume (k e : tl + t2) which 
is equivalent to 
Ve”:(+e”:ti) + (+e e”:tZ) 
We also assume that ti + t2 <ST lti 4 .ItZ can be inferred. Fact 29(a) gives t2 $s~ 
Jt2 and as we did not apply the rule [monotone] in the proof Fact 29(a) we can apply 
the induction hypothesis to get 
Ve’ : (+ e’ : ti ) + (/= e e’ : Jt2) 
We want to show 
Ve’:(+e’: ltl) + (i=e e’: lt2) 
and we do so by induction on tz. In case where t2 = ut! we need to do induction in 
ti also. In the case where ti =utP we make use of the terminating terms: we know 
that 
‘de’: +e’:utf* +e e’:utQ 
and we want to show 
Ye’: +e’:utT * be e’:utIj 
We do so by contradiction; so suppose that + e’ : utT but that p e e’ : ut$ holds. 
This means that t-e e’ JJv for some v. Hence from Lemma 24 we have teTte,, Jlv’ 
for some v’. But as + TFe,, . uty this contradicts be e’ :ut$ and we conclude that 
the claim must be true. 
We refer to [17] for full details of this proof. 0 
Lemma 41 (soundness of <CT) 
((+e:Ctl)A(ctl <CTct2))*(keect2) 
Proof. The lemma is shown by a straightforward induction in the proof-tree of 
ctt <cTct2. 0 
We know from the semantics that (f ix0 e) cannot evaluate hence it is valid of any 
type that can describe non-termination: 
Lemma 42 
(BOT(ti)As(ti)=&(t2)/\ be:ti+t2)+(kfixs e:ti) 
Proof. It is easy to show that k f ix0 e : .$tl)b holds. Since we have shown that 
BOT(t,) implies &(ti)b < sr ti (Lemma 30) we obtain the result using Lemma 41. 0 
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Motivated by Fig. 5 we may clarify the relationship between f ixj and fix as 
follows: 
Lemma 43 
(3jo,jl:~lk~O:(~fiXjo+jlxk e:t))*(kfix e:t) 
provided e is without any f ixj 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the strictness and totality type t. For the 
full details see [ 171. 0 
4.3. The soundness proof 
Finally we can prove Theorem 26: 
Theorem 26 (Soundness). For expressions e without any fix,, and P we have 
(X:tl-sTe:ct)=5(V’v:(kV:t)+(ke[V/Z]:ct)) 
Proof. We assume that A I--ST e : ct and that (k V : 5) is true, then we prove by induc- 
tion in the proof-tree for A t-sT e : ct that /= e[V/x] : ct is true. The proof is rather 
straightforward and we illustrate one typical case below and refer to [ 171 for the full 
details. 
The case [fix]: We assume A ks~~ fix e : t,, BOT(tl ), t, <s-r tP, p < q, and that 
/= v : t is true. From the [fix]-rule we get 
AtsSTe:tl~t:!At2--,t3A...At,_ljt, 
By applying the induction hypothesis we get 
~e[~//F;]:tljtzAt2~t3/\... At,_l-+t, 
which is equivalent to 
+ e[V//x] : t,_l 4 t, 
-- 
From Lemma 42 we have /= f ix0 e [v/x] : tl . By applying 
+ e[F//x] : Q--f t2 
-- 
we get ke(f ix0 e[v/x]): t2 and Fact 36 gives k f ix1 e[V/%] : t2. Now by 
applying /= e[V/Z] : t2 -+ t3 again we get b e(fixl e[iT/x]): t3 and Fact 36 
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gives bfix2 e[V//x]: t3. We arrive at kfix,_l e[V/x]: t,. Now since we have 
-- 
tq <sT tP we can apply Lemma 40 to get bfixq_-l e[v/x]: tp. By applying 
+e[V/X] : I+ + $+I we have + e(f ix,_, e[V/Y]) : t,+l and using Fact 36 we get 
t= f ixq-l+l - - e[v/x]: $+I. In this way we arrive at 
V’kaO: bfix,_l+(q_p)k e[V//x]:t, 
-- 
and using Lemma 43 this gives ,!= fix e[v/x] : tq. Applying 
/= e[v/Y] : tq --+ tq+l 
gives b e[V//x] (fix e[V/%]) : t++l. Now Fact 37 gives k fix e[V//TI] : tq+l. In this 
way we arrive at + f ix e[iT/x] : t, that is /= (f ix e)[TT/TI] : t, as required. 0 
5. Conclusion 
We have described an inference system for combining strictness and totality analysis 
and we have proved the analysis sound with respect to a natural-style operational 
semantics. 
We have briefly compared the results obtained by our analysis to those obtained 
by e.g. [6,2,8,9,22]. These systems are incomparable to ours in that in some cases 
we get more precise results, in others they do. One may note that the type systems 
of Jensen [6] and Benton [2] allow general conjunction types; in our view the reason 
why this causes no problems is that it is not possible to construct empty types because 
their type system excludes the n annotation. 
The totality analysis is rather weak. Consider the factorial function: 
fat ::= fix (if.lx.if = x 1 then I else *(f (- x 1))~) 
We can infer the strictness and totality type for the factorial function 
(In-i? --t IntT) A (Intb + Intb) 
but not the type Int” -+ Int”. In order to do that we have to define a well-founded 
ordering as done in [ 141. 
An open problem is the meaningful integration of data-types like lists. For the strict- 
ness part one may be inspired by [20]. Consider the type B list where B is a base-type. 
The strictness and totality type (B”)list might then describe the finite lists with no 
bottom elements, the type (Bb)list might describe the infinite lists or lists with bot- 
tom elements, and the strictness and totality type (BT)list might describe all list. A 
strictness and totality type of the map function would then be 
(B” -+ B’“) + (B”)list -+ (B’“)list 
Similarly, f old1 and f oldr will have strictness and totality types 
(B” -+ B’” + B”) -+ B” -+ (B’“)list + B” 
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and 
(B” + B’” + B’“) --t B’” -+ (B”)liat + B’” 
respectively. However, to get this information from the analysis we need to analyse 
fixpoints in a better way, e.g. as suggested in [14]. 
In [ 18, 171 we have lifted the restriction on the placement of conjunction; this results 
in a somewhat more powerful system. However, we were unable to prove the soundness 
of that system using operational semantics and had to resort to denotational semantics. 
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Appendix A. The power of the fix-roles 
Previous work on strictness analysis [6,8,2,9] contain only a simple fix-rule corre- 
sponding to our [fixll-rule rather than our more general [fix]-rule. In this section we 
will investigate the extent to which this is essential. 
Let & be a set of permissible annotations; so far we used JZ? = {n, b, T} but we 
shall consider also the restriction d = {b, T} that disallows n and that corresponds 
more closely to the aims of [6,8,2,9]. Note that the side-condition BOT(t) is trivially 
true when d = {b, T}. Let kfi$ be the inference system of Fig. 4 but with annotations 
in d. Similarly let t-s:, be the system where [fix] is replaced by [fixl] and let ~,G,G, be 
the system where [fix] is replaced by [fix2]. Note that kifiT’ is the system of [9]. 
For any two inference systems kz and l-2 write 
t$ ct$ forAt- e:t+A!--2 e:t 
and 
It is immediate that 
and that 
$3 c $0J) 
for all JZ! and 4 E {fix, fixl, fix2). We now consider the extent to which the inclusions 
are proper or are equalities; the results are summarised in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
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Relation between the fix-rules 
Annotations d Fix-rules 
Claim . ,-WI = F$f;Tl fix1 
In order to show that kii;” = t-,$Tf it suffices 
derived from the rule [fixl]. For this assume 
A +bJ} 
fix1 e:tl -+t2 
t2 G’STtl 
BOT(tl) 
so that 
A kdFiT’ fix e:t2 
to show that the rule [fix21 can be 
can be inferred. Since none of the types involves the annotation n it must be the case 
that BOT(t ) = tt for all types t . We can now construct the proof-tree 
t2 GSTtl 
A kiiiT’ e :tl -+t2 tl-+t2 <STt2--+t2 
A IBM;” e:tz+tz 
A +bJJ fixl fix e : t2 
and this proves our claim. 
To verify that kif$’ c ki:T’ we must show that there exists a term e and a type 
t and an assumption list A, such that A tiPT’e : t can be inferred and we cannot 
infer A tiy’e : t. 
For this we take 
e=fix (if.Ax.iy.iz.if (= 0 z) then + x y else f y x (- z 1)) 
tl = Intb -+ IntT + IntT --+ Intb 
t2 = IntT -9 Intb + IntT + Intb 
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In Example 8 we have shown how to infer: 
0 ti;T’ fix e:tiAt2 
and we argued about the unlikeliness of being able to infer 0 t)izT)f ix e : tl A t2 (as 
is indeed stated also in [9]). 
When we go to the {n, b, T}-part (both strictness and totality information on the 
types) the two rules [fixl] and [fix21 are no longer equivalent. Consider the term 
fix (Ax. 7) and the type Int”. We can infer 
0 ti;;b.T) 3,x. 7 : Int” --f Int” 
but this does not suffice for using the rule [fixl] to infer 
0 t&b’T) fix (1x. 7): Int” 
because BOT(Int”) fails. However we can infer 
0 l-sr ;Ix .7 : IntT + Int” 
and we can then apply the rule [fix21 to get the desired type. This argument shows 
‘(A Fif;b’T) e : t + A l-,$b’T) e : t ) 
and thereby we have F-,!f;b’T) c F,$F;b’T]. 
Claim. kijb’T} C t-8: “T) 
To argue that Fiz;b’T) C Fan”“’ when we consider the full strictness and totality 
0,-U analysis we can use the same term and type as for showing Ffix2 c tt,b.? 
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